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A Stranger in My Own Country Oct 23 2021 “I lived the same life as everyone else, the life of ordinary people, the masses.” Sitting in a prison
cell in the autumn of 1944, the German author Hans Fallada sums up his life under the National Socialist dictatorship, the time of “inward
emigration”. Under conditions of close confinement, in constant fear of discovery, he writes himself free from the nightmare of the Nazi years.
He records his thoughts about spying and denunciation, about the threat to his livelihood and his literary work and about the fate of many friends
and contemporaries. The confessional mode did not come naturally to Fallada, but in the mental and emotional distress of 1944, self-reflection
became a survival strategy. Fallada’s frank and sometimes provocative memoirs were thought for many years to have been lost. They are
published here for the first time.
A Spy at the Heart of the Third Reich Jul 20 2021 The fascinating true story of a German bureaucrat who worked secretly with the Allies
during World War II. In 1943 a young official from the German foreign ministry contacted Allen Dulles, an OSS officer in Switzerland who
would later head the Central Intelligence Agency. That man was Fritz Kolbe, who had decided to betray his country after years of opposing
Nazism. While Dulles was skeptical, Kolbe’s information was such that he eventually admitted, “No single diplomat abroad, of whatever rank,
could have got his hands on so much information as did this man; he was one of my most valuable agents during World War II.” Using recently
declassified materials at the US National Archives and Kolbe’s personal papers, Lucas Delattre has produced a “disturbing and riveting
biography” that moves with the swift pace of a Le Carré thriller (Booklist). “A richly detailed and well-crafted account of one of America’s most
valuable German spies.” —Library Journal
The Berlin Boxing Club Jun 26 2019 Sydney Taylor Award-winning novel Berlin Boxing Club is loosely inspired by the true story of boxer Max
Schmeling's experiences following Kristallnacht. Publishers Weekly called it "a masterful historical novel" in a starred review. Karl Stern has
never thought of himself as a Jew; after all, he's never even been in a synagogue. But the bullies at his school in Nazi-era Berlin don't care that
Karl's family doesn't practice religion. Demoralized by their attacks against a heritage he doesn't accept as his own, Karl longs to prove his worth.
Then Max Schmeling, champion boxer and German hero, makes a deal with Karl's father to give Karl boxing lessons. A skilled cartoonist, Karl
has never had an interest in boxing, but now it seems like the perfect chance to reinvent himself. But when Nazi violence against Jews escalates,
Karl must take on a new role: family protector. And as Max's fame forces him to associate with Nazi elites, Karl begins to wonder where his
hero's sympathies truly lie. Can Karl balance his boxing dreams with his obligation to keep his family out of harm's way? Includes an author's
note and sources page detailing the factual inspirations behind the novel.
All the Frequent Troubles of Our Days Jan 26 2022 The INSTANT New York Times Bestseller Winner of the National Book Critics Circle
Award for Biography Winner of the PEN/Jacqueline Bograd Weld Award Winner of the Chautauqua Prize Finalist for the Los Angeles Times
Book Award Finalist for the Plutarch Award A New York Times Notable Book of 2021 A New York Times BookReview Editors’ Choice A New
York Times Critics' Top Pick of 2021 Wall Street Journal 10 Best Books of 2021 Time Magazine 100 Must-Read Books of 2021 Publishers
Weekly Top Ten Books of 2021 An Economist Best Book of the Year A New York Post Best Book of the Year A Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Best Book of the Year Oprah Daily Best New Books of August A New York Public Library Book of the Week In this “stunning literary
achievement,” Donner chronicles the extraordinary life and brutal death of her great-great-aunt Mildred Harnack, the American leader of one of
the largest underground resistance groups in Germany during WWII—“a page-turner story of espionage, love and betrayal” (Kai Bird, winner of
the Pulitzer Prize for Biography) Born and raised in Milwaukee, Mildred Harnack was twenty-six when she enrolled in a PhD program in
Germany and witnessed the meteoric rise of the Nazi party. In 1932, she began holding secret meetings in her apartment—a small band of
political activists that by 1940 had grown into the largest underground resistance group in Berlin. She recruited working-class Germans into the
resistance, helped Jews escape, plotted acts of sabotage, and collaborated in writing leaflets that denounced Hitler and called for revolution. Her
coconspirators circulated through Berlin under the cover of night, slipping the leaflets into mailboxes, public restrooms, phone booths. When the
first shots of the Second World War were fired, she became a spy, couriering top-secret intelligence to the Allies. On the eve of her escape to
Sweden, she was ambushed by the Gestapo. At a Nazi military court, a panel of five judges sentenced her to six years at a prison camp, but Hitler
overruled the decision and ordered her execution. On February 16, 1943, she was strapped to a guillotine and beheaded. Historians identify
Mildred Harnack as the only American in the leadership of the German resistance, yet her remarkable story has remained almost unknown until
now. Harnack’s great-great-niece Rebecca Donner draws on her extensive archival research in Germany, Russia, England, and the U.S. as well as
newly uncovered documents in her family archive to produce this astonishing work of narrative nonfiction. Fusing elements of biography, reallife political thriller, and scholarly detective story, Donner brilliantly interweaves letters, diary entries, notes smuggled out of a Berlin prison,
survivors’ testimony, and a trove of declassified intelligence documents into a powerful, epic story, reconstructing the moral courage of an
enigmatic woman nearly erased by history.
A Small Circus Jun 18 2021 A small German town edges into fascism in a novel by the bestselling author of Alone in Berlin: “So terribly
genuine, it is frightening.”—Kurt Tucholsky It is the summer of 1929, and in Altholm, Germany, a storm is brewing—a local political resistance
that could be valuable to Max Tredup. Max, a shabby, unprincipled reporter working for the Chronicle, Altholm’s failing newspaper, is leading a
precarious and hungry existence when he takes some potentially damning photographs. Sold to the right bidder, he could make a fortune. While
he contemplates his next move, the town is buzzing. Farmers are plotting their revenge against greedy officials, a mysterious traveling salesman is

stirring up trouble, and the Nazi party grows stronger as the Communists fight them in the street. And all the while, Altholm’s oppressive mayor,
who’s doing everything in his power to seek the easy life, is involved in a conspiracy of schemes of his own. With the town rapidly slipping into
chaos, tensions mount between workers and bosses, town and country, and left and right. As alliances are broken, bribes are taken, and plots are
hatched, a shocking act of violence is all it takes to push Altholm over the edge. From the brilliant mind of one of Germany’s most celebrated
writers, A Small Circus “gives us front-row seats to Germany's decade-long quest for a sacrificial scapegoat that culminated in the Nazi takeover”
(The Independent).
Prague Fatale Jan 02 2020 Former detective and reluctant SS officer Bernie Gunther must infiltrate a brutal world of spies, partisan terrorists,
and high-level traitors in this “clever and compelling”(The Daily Beast) New York Times bestseller from Philip Kerr. Berlin, 1941. Bernie is
back from the Eastern Front, once again working homicide in Berlin's Kripo and answering to Reinhard Heydrich, a man he both detests and
fears. Heydrich has been newly named Reichsprotector of Czechoslovakia. Tipped off that there is an assassin in his midst, he orders Bernie to
join him at his country estate outside Prague, where he has invited some of the Third Reich's most odious officials to celebrate his new
appointment. One of them is the would-be assassin. Bernie can think of better ways to spend a beautiful autumn weekend, but, as he says, “You
don't say no to Heydrich and live.”
Olympic Pride, American Prejudice Aug 09 2020 In this “must-read for anyone concerned with race, sports, and politics in America” (William C.
Rhoden, New York Times bestselling author), the inspirational and largely unknown true story of the eighteen African American athletes who
competed in the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games, defying the racism of both Nazi Germany and the Jim Crow South. Set against the turbulent
backdrop of a segregated United States, sixteen Black men and two Black women are torn between boycotting the Olympic Games in Nazi
Germany or participating. If they go, they would represent a country that considered them second-class citizens and would compete amid a strong
undercurrent of Aryan superiority that considered them inferior. Yet, if they stayed, would they ever have a chance to prove them wrong on a
global stage? Five athletes, full of discipline and heart, guide you through this harrowing and inspiring journey. There’s a young and feisty Tidye
Pickett from Chicago, whose lithe speed makes her the first African American woman to compete in the Olympic Games; a quiet Louise Stokes
from Malden, Massachusetts, who breaks records across the Northeast with humble beginnings training on railroad tracks. We find Mack
Robinson in Pasadena, California, setting an example for his younger brother, Jackie Robinson; and the unlikely competitor Archie Williams, a
lanky book-smart teen in Oakland takes home a gold medal. Then there’s Ralph Metcalfe, born in Atlanta and raised in Chicago, who becomes
the wise and fierce big brother of the group. From burning crosses set on the Robinsons’s lawn to a Pennsylvania small town on fire with praise
and parades when the athletes return from Berlin, Olympic Pride, American Prejudice has “done the world a favor by bringing into the sunlight
the unknown story of eighteen black Olympians who should never be forgotten. This book is both beautiful and wrenching, and essential to
understanding the rich history of African American athletes” (Kevin Merida, editor-in-chief of ESPN’s The Undefeated).
Fatherland Jul 08 2020 Twenty years after Germany's victory in World War II, while the entire country prepares for the U.S. president's visit,
Berlin Detective Xavier March attempts to solve the murder of a high-ranking Nazi commander. Reprint.
Berlin Embassy Mar 16 2021 “First published in 1941 to considerable acclaim, Berlin Embassy is the classic account of the last days of peace in
Europe, and has been out-of-print for almost fifty years. William Russell was a young American diplomat working at the US Embassy, in
Hermann Goering Strasse, during the grim days of 1939. He had studied in Germany, prior to becoming part of America’s diplomatic mission,
which placed him in a position to gain unheard of access to remote areas—both physically and ideologically—of German society during one of
the most momentous times in world history. Russell does not miss any opportunity to capitalize on this unique position as he gives a totally
absorbing account of both the horror and farce which so often defines such epic times. This quite remarkable account is sure to find a whole new
readership.”-Print ed. “Vitally significant and impressive.”—William L. Shirer.
The Girl from Berlin Oct 11 2020 In the newest novel from internationally-bestselling author Ronald. H. Balson, Liam and Catherine come to the
aid of an old friend and are drawn into a property dispute in Tuscany that unearths long-buried secrets An old friend calls Catherine Lockhart and
Liam Taggart to his famous Italian restaurant to enlist their help. His aunt is being evicted from her home in the Tuscan hills by a powerful
corporation claiming they own the deeds, even though she can produce her own set of deeds to her land. Catherine and Liam’s only clue is a
bound handwritten manuscript, entirely in German, and hidden in its pages is a story long-forgotten... Ada Baumgarten was born in Berlin in
1918, at the end of the war. The daughter of an accomplished first-chair violinist in the prestigious Berlin Philharmonic, and herself a violin
prodigy, Ada’s life was full of the rich culture of Berlin’s interwar society. She formed a deep attachment to her childhood friend Kurt, but they
were torn apart by the growing unrest as her Jewish family came under suspicion. As the tides of history turned, it was her extraordinary talent
that would carry her through an unraveling society turned to war, and make her a target even as it saved her, allowing her to move to
Bologna—though Italy was not the haven her family had hoped, and further heartache awaited. What became of Ada? How is she connected to
the conflicting land deeds of a small Italian villa? As they dig through the layers of lies, corruption, and human evil, Catherine and Liam uncover
an unfinished story of heart, redemption, and hope—the ending of which is yet to be written. Don't miss Liam and Catherine's lastest adventures
in The Girl from Berlin!
Nightmare in Berlin Apr 28 2022 Available for the first time in English, here is an unforgettable portrayal by a master novelist of the physical
and psychological devastation wrought in the homeland by Hitler’s war. Late April, 1945. The war is over, yet Dr Doll, a loner and ‘moderate
pessimist’, lives in constant fear. By night, he is haunted by nightmarish images of the bombsite in which he is trapped — he, and the rest of
Germany. More than anything, he wishes to vanquish the demon of collective guilt, but he is unable to right any wrongs, especially in his position
as mayor of a small town in north-east Germany that has been occupied by the Red Army. Dr Doll flees for Berlin, where he finds escape in a
morphine addiction: each dose is a ‘small death’. He tries to make his way in the chaos of a city torn apart by war, accompanied by his young
wife, who shares his addiction. Fighting to save two lives, he tentatively begins to believe in a better future. Written with Fallada’s distinctive
power and vividness, Nightmare in Berlin captures the demoralised and desperate atmosphere of post-war Germany in a way that has never been
matched or surpassed.
Alone in Berlin Oct 03 2022 Inspired by a true story, Hans Fallada's Alone in Berlin is the gripping tale of an ordinary man's determination to
defy the tyranny of Nazi rule. Berlin, 1940, and the city is filled with fear. At the house on 55 Jablonski Strasse, its various occupants try to live
under Nazi rule in their different ways: the bullying Hitler loyalists the Persickes, the retired judge Fromm and the unassuming couple Otto and
Anna Quangel. Then the Quangels receive the news that their beloved son has been killed fighting in France. Shocked out of their quiet existence,
they begin a silent campaign of defiance, and a deadly game of cat and mouse develops between the Quangels and the ambitious Gestapo
inspector Escherich. When petty criminals Kluge and Borkhausen also become involved, deception, betrayal and murder ensue, tightening the
noose around the Quangels' necks ... This Penguin Classics edition contains an afterword by Geoff Wilkes, as well as facsimiles of the original
Gestapo file which inspired the novel. 'One of the most extraordinary and compelling novels written about World War II. Ever' Alan Furst
'Terrific ... a fast-moving, important and astutely deadpan thriller' Irish Times 'An unrivalled and vivid portrait of life in wartime Berlin' Philip
Kerr 'To read Fallada's testament to the darkest years of the 20th century is to be accompanied by a wise, somber ghost who grips your shoulder
and whispers into your ear: "This is how it was. This is what happened"' The New York Times
Hidden in Berlin Jan 14 2021 Lilo was just a teenager when the Nazis took away her parents in 1942. She never saw them again. When they also

took away her brother she was alone at 19 years in a dangerous world. Until she heard one familiar voice call her name.
Berlin at War Dec 25 2021 The gripping story of civilian life in Berlin during World War II -- these "complex, often deeply morally
compromised personal stories of many survivors [produce] new insights into the way ordinary Berliners tried to escape the disastrous ill-fortune
of living in the belly of the beast" (Financial Times). In Berlin at War, acclaimed historian Roger Moorhouse provides a magnificent and detailed
portrait of everyday life at the epicenter of the Third Reich. Berlin was the stage upon which the rise and fall of the Third Reich was most visibly
played out. It was the backdrop for the most lavish Nazi ceremonies, the site of Albert Speer's grandiose plans for a new "world metropolis," and
the scene of the final climactic battle to defeat Nazism. Berlin was the place where Hitler's empire ultimately meet its end, but it suffered mightily
through the war as well; not only was the city subjected to the full wrath of the Soviet ground offensive and siege in 1945, but it also found itself
a prime target for the air war, attracting more raids, more aircraft, and more tonnage than any other German city. Combining groundbreaking
research with a gripping narrative, Moorhouse brings all of the complexity and chaos of wartime Berlin to life. Berlin at War is the incredible
story of the city-and people-that saw the whole of this epic conflict, from start to finish.
A Woman in Berlin Mar 04 2020 A wartime journal by a reporter and editor living through the Russian occupation of Berlin includes her
observations of resident survival in the face of starvation, no water, and freezing conditions; the mass rapes endured by the city's women; and the
corruption of Berlin citizens by their Russian occupiers. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
The Search Nov 23 2021 After recounting her experience as a Jewish girl living in Amsterdam during the Holocaust, Esther, helped by her
grandson, embarks on a search to discover what happened to her parents before they died in a concentration camp.
Every Man Dies Alone Sep 21 2021 A New York Times Book Review Notable Book of the Year “To read Every Man Dies Alone, Fallada’s
testament to the darkest years of the 20th century, is to be accompanied by a wise, somber ghost who grips your shoulder and whispers in your
ear: 'This is how it was. This is what happened.'” —The New York Times Book Review “I very much enjoyed the rediscovery of Hans Fallada ...
a wonderful novel. Compelling.” —Ian McEwan This never-before-translated masterpiece—by a heroic best-selling writer who saw his life
crumble when he wouldn’t join the Nazi Party—is based on a true story. It presents a richly detailed portrait of life in Berlin under the Nazis and
tells the sweeping saga of one working-class couple who decides to take a stand when their only son is killed at the front. With nothing but their
grief and each other against the awesome power of the Reich, they launch a simple, clandestine resistance campaign that soon has an enraged
Gestapo on their trail, and a world of terrified neighbors and cynical snitches ready to turn them in. In the end, it’s more than an edge-of-your-seat
thriller, more than a moving romance, even more than literature of the highest order—it’s a deeply stirring story of two people standing up for
what’s right, and for each other. *** This is a Hybrid Book. Melville House HybridBooks combine print and digital media into an enhanced
reading experience by including with each title additional curated material called Illuminations — maps, photographs, illustrations, and further
writing about the author and the book. The Melville House Illuminations are free with the purchase of any title in the HybridBook series, no
matter the format.
In The Garden of Beasts Apr 04 2020 'A compelling tale... a narrative that makes such a brave effort to see history as it evolves and not as it
becomes.' SPECTATOR Suffused with the tense atmosphere of the times, and with brilliant portraits of Hitler, Goebbels, Goering and Himmler
amongst others, Erik Larson's new book sheds unique light on events as they unfold, resulting in an unforgettable, addictively readable work of
narrative history. Berlin,1933. William E. Dodd, a mild-mannered academic from Chicago, has to his own and everyone else's surprise, become
America's first ambassador to Hitler's Germany, in a year that proves to be a turning point in history. Dodd and his family, notably his vivacious
daughter, Martha, observe at first-hand the many changes - some subtle, some disturbing, and some horrifically violent - that signal Hitler's
consolidation of power. Dodd has little choice but to associate with key figures in the Nazi party, his increasingly concerned cables make little
impact on an indifferent U.S. State Department, while Martha is drawn to the Nazis and their vision of a 'New Germany' and has a succession of
affairs with senior party players, including first chief of the Gestapo, Rudolf Diels. But as the year darkens, Dodd and his daughter find their lives
transformed and any last illusion they might have about Hitler are shattered by the violence of the 'Night of the Long Knives' in the summer of
1934 that established him as supreme dictator . . .
Little Man, What Now? Sep 29 2019 This is the book that led to Hans Fallada’s downfall with the Nazis. The story of a young couple struggling
to survive the German economic collapse was a worldwide sensation and was made into an acclaimed Hollywood movie produced by Jews,
leading Hitler to ban Fallada’s work from being translated. Nonetheless, it remains, as The Times Literary Supplement notes, “the novel of a time
in which public and private merged even for those whowanted to stay at home and mind their own business." *** This is a Hybrid Book. Melville
House HybridBooks combine print and digital media into an enhanced reading experience by including with each title additional curated material
called Illuminations — maps, photographs, illustrations, and further writing about the author and the book. The Melville House Illuminations are
free with the purchase of any title in the HybridBook series, no matter the format. Purchasers of the print version can obtain the Illuminations for
a given title simply by scanning the QR code found in the back of each book, or by following the url also given in the back of the print book, then
downloading the Illumination in whatever format works best for you. Purchasers of the digital version receive the appropriate Illuminations
automatically as part of the ebook edition. From the Trade Paperback edition.
The Drinker Oct 30 2019 One of the great German writers of the 20th century draws from his own life to present a “brave, fearless, and honest”
tale of one man’s dark descent into depression and alcoholism (The Sunday Times, London) This astonishing, autobiographical tour de force was
written by Hans Fallada in an encrypted notebook while he was incarcerated in a Nazi insane asylum. Discovered after his death, it tells the
tale—often fierce, often poignant, often extremely funny—of a small businessman losing control as he fights valiantly to blot out an increasingly
oppressive society. In a brilliant translation by Charlotte and A.L. Lloyd, it is presented here with an afterword by John Willett that details the life
and career of the once internationally acclaimed Hans Fallada, and his fate under the Nazis—which brings out the horror of the events behind the
book.
Here in Berlin Aug 28 2019 Long–listed for the Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence * A New York Times Book Review Editor's Choice
"Here in Berlin is one of the most interesting new works of fiction I've read . . . The voices are remarkably distinct, and even with their linguistic
mannerisms . . . mark them out as separate people . . . [This novel] is simply very, very good." —The New York Times Book Review Here in
Berlin is a portrait of a city through snapshots, an excavation of the stories and ghosts of contemporary Berlin—its complex, troubled past still
pulsing in the air as it was during World War II. Critically acclaimed novelist Cristina Garci?a brings the people of this famed city to life, their
stories bristling with regret, desire, and longing. An unnamed Visitor travels to Berlin with a camera looking for reckonings of her own. The city
itself is a character—vibrant and postapocalyptic, flat and featureless except for its rivers, its lakes, its legions of bicyclists. Here in Berlin she
encounters a people's history: the Cuban teen taken as a POW on a German submarine only to return home to a family who doesn’t believe him;
the young Jewish scholar hidden in a sarcophagus until safe passage to England is found; the female lawyer haunted by a childhood of deprivation
in the bombed–out suburbs of Berlin who still defends those accused of war crimes; a young nurse with a checkered past who joins the Reich at a
medical facility more intent to dispense with the wounded than to heal them; and the son of a zookeeper at the Berlin Zoo, fighting to keep the
animals safe from both war and an increasingly starving populace. A meditation on war and mystery, this an exciting new work by one of our
most gifted novelists, one that seeks to align the stories of the past with the stories of the future. "Garcia’s new novel is ingeniously structured,
veering from poignant to shocking . . . Here in Berlin has echoes of W.G. Sebald, but its vivid, surprising images of wartime Berlin are Garcia’s

own." —BBC Culture, 1 of the 10 Best Books of 2017
The Passenger Apr 16 2021 A BEST BOOK OF 2021 FOR THE GUARDIAN * FINANCIAL TIMES * TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT *
MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE * THE TIMES Hailed as a remarkable literary discovery, a lost novel of heart-stopping intensity and
harrowing absurdity about flight and persecution in 1930s Germany Berlin, November 1938. Jewish shops have been ransacked and looted,
synagogues destroyed. As storm troopers pound on his door, Otto Silbermann, a respected businessman who fought for Germany in the Great
War, is forced to sneak out the back of his own home. Turned away from establishments he had long patronized, and fearful of being exposed as a
Jew despite his Aryan looks, he boards a train. And then another. And another . . . until his flight becomes a frantic odyssey across Germany, as
he searches first for information, then for help, and finally for escape. His travels bring him face-to-face with waiters and conductors, officials and
fellow outcasts, seductive women and vicious thieves, a few of whom disapprove of the regime while the rest embrace it wholeheartedly.
Clinging to his existence as it was just days before, Silbermann refuses to believe what is happening even as he is beset by opportunists, betrayed
by associates, and bereft of family, friends, and fortune. As his world collapses around him, he is forced to concede that his nightmare is all too
real. Twenty-three-year-old Ulrich Boschwitz wrote The Passenger at breakneck speed in 1938, fresh in the wake of the Kristallnacht pogroms,
and his prose flies at the same pace. Taut, immediate, infused with acerbic Kafkaesque humor, The Passenger is an indelible portrait of a man and
a society careening out of control.
Schlump Dec 13 2020 An NYRB Classics Original Seventeen-year-old Schlump marches off to war in 1915 because going to war is the best way
to meet girls. And so he does, on his first posting, overseeing three villages in occupied France. But then Schlump is sent to the front, and the
good times end. Schlump, written by Hans Herbert Grimm, was published anonymously in 1928 and was one of the first German novels to
describe World War I in all its horror and absurdity, and it remains one of the best. What really sets it apart is its remarkable central character.
Who is Schlump? A bit of a rascal and a bit of a sweetheart, a victim of his times, an inveterate survivor, maybe even a new type of man. At once
comedy, documentary, hellhole, and fairy tale, Schlump is a gripping and disturbing book about the experience of trauma and what the great critic
Walter Benjamin, writing at the same time as Hans Herbert Grimm, would call the death of experience, since perhaps if anything goes, nothing
counts.
We Were Not Alone May 18 2021
Every Man Dies Alone Aug 01 2022 This never-before-translated masterpiece—by a heroic best-selling writer who saw his life crumble when he
wouldn’t join the Nazi Party—is based on a true story. It presents a richly detailed portrait of life in Berlin under the Nazis and tells the sweeping
saga of one working-class couple who decides to take a stand when their only son is killed at the front. With nothing but their grief and each other
against the awesome power of the Reich, they launch a simple, clandestine resistance campaign that soon has an enraged Gestapo on their trail,
and a world of terrified neighbors and cynical snitches ready to turn them in. In the end, it’s more than an edge-of-your-seat thriller, more than a
moving romance, even more than literature of the highest order—it’s a deeply stirring story of two people standing up for what’s right, and for
each other.
In the Garden of Beasts Feb 24 2022 “Larson is a marvelous writer...superb at creating characters with a few short strokes.”—New York Times
Book Review Erik Larson has been widely acclaimed as a master of narrative non-fiction, and in his new book, the bestselling author of Devil in
the White City turns his hand to a remarkable story set during Hitler’s rise to power. The time is 1933, the place, Berlin, when William E. Dodd
becomes America’s first ambassador to Hitler’s Germany in a year that proved to be a turning point in history. A mild-mannered professor from
Chicago, Dodd brings along his wife, son, and flamboyant daughter, Martha. At first Martha is entranced by the parties and pomp, and the
handsome young men of the Third Reich with their infectious enthusiasm for restoring Germany to a position of world prominence. Enamored of
the “New Germany,” she has one affair after another, including with the suprisingly honorable first chief of the Gestapo, Rudolf Diels. But as
evidence of Jewish persecution mounts, confirmed by chilling first-person testimony, her father telegraphs his concerns to a largely indifferent
State Department back home. Dodd watches with alarm as Jews are attacked, the press is censored, and drafts of frightening new laws begin to
circulate. As that first year unfolds and the shadows deepen, the Dodds experience days full of excitement, intrigue, romance—and ultimately,
horror, when a climactic spasm of violence and murder reveals Hitler’s true character and ruthless ambition. Suffused with the tense atmosphere
of the period, and with unforgettable portraits of the bizarre Göring and the expectedly charming--yet wholly sinister--Goebbels, In the Garden of
Beasts lends a stunning, eyewitness perspective on events as they unfold in real time, revealing an era of surprising nuance and complexity. The
result is a dazzling, addictively readable work that speaks volumes about why the world did not recognize the grave threat posed by Hitler until
Berlin, and Europe, were awash in blood and terror.
Alone in Berlin Sep 02 2022 Berlin, 1940, and the city is filled with fear. At the house on 55 Jablonski Strasse, its various occupants try to live
under Nazi rule in their different ways: the bullying Hitler loyalists the Persickes, the retired judge Fromm and the unassuming couple Otto and
Anna Quangel. Then the Quangels receive the news that their beloved son has been killed fighting in France. Shocked out of their quiet existence,
they begin a silent campaign of defiance, and a deadly game of cat and mouse develops between the Quangels and the ambitious Gestapo
inspector Escherich. When petty criminals Kluge and Borkhausen also become involved, deception, betrayal and murder ensue, tightening the
noose around the Quangels' necks ...
Every Man Dies Alone Jul 28 2019 This never-before-translated masterpiece—by a heroic best-selling writer who saw his life crumble when he
wouldn’t join the Nazi Party—is based on a true story. It presents a richly detailed portrait of life in Berlin under the Nazis and tells the sweeping
saga of one working-class couple who decides to take a stand when their only son is killed at the front. With nothing but their grief and each other
against the awesome power of the Reich, they launch a simple, clandestine resistance campaign that soon has an enraged Gestapo on their trail,
and a world of terrified neighbors and cynical snitches ready to turn them in. In the end, it’s more than an edge-of-your-seat thriller, more than a
moving romance, even more than literature of the highest order—it’s a deeply stirring story of two people standing up for what’s right, and for
each other.
Defying Hitler May 30 2022 Defying Hitler was written in 1939 and focuses on the year 1933, when, as Hitler assumed power, its author was a
25-year-old German law student, in training to join the German courts as a junior administrator. His book tries to answer two questions people
have been asking since the end of World War II: “How were the Nazis possible?” and “Why did no one stop them?” Sebastian Haffner’s vivid
first-person account, written in real time and only much later discovered by his son, makes the rise of the Nazis psychologically comprehensible.
“An astonishing memoir... [a] masterpiece.” — Gabriel Schoenfeld, The New York Times Book Review “A short, stabbing, brilliant book... It is
important, first, as evidence of what one intelligent German knew in the 1930s about the unspeakable nature of Nazism, at a time when the
overwhelming majority of his countrymen claim to have know nothing at all. And, second, for its rare capacity to reawaken anger about those
who made the Nazis possible.” — Max Hastings, The Sunday Telegraph “Defying Hitler communicates one of the most profound and absolute
feelings of exile that any writer has gotten between covers.” — Charles Taylor, Salon “Sebastian Haffner was Germany’s political conscience, but
it is only now that we can read how he experienced the Nazi terror himself — that is a memoir of frightening relevance today.” — Heinrich
Jaenicke, Stern “The prophetic insights of a fairly young man... help us understand the plight, as Haffner refers to it, of the non-Nazi German.” —
The Denver Post “Sebastian Haffner’s Defying Hitler is a most brilliant and imaginative book — one of the most important books we have ever
published.” — Lord Weidenfeld

More Lives than One: A Biography of Hans Fallada Feb 12 2021 Hans Fallada was a drug addict, womanizer, alcoholic, jailbird and thief. Yet he
was also one of the most extraordinary storytellers of the twentieth century, whose novels, including Alone in Berlin, portrayed ordinary people in
terrible times with a powerful humanity. This acclaimed biography, newly revised and completely updated, tells the remarkable story of Hans
Fallada, whose real name was Rudolf Ditzen. Jenny Williams chronicles his turbulent life as a writer, husband and father, shadowed by mental
torment and long periods in psychiatric care. She shows how Ditzen's decision to remain in Nazi Germany in 1939 led to his self-destruction, but
also made him a unique witness to his country's turmoil. More Lives Than One unpicks the contradictory, flawed and fascinating life of a writer
who saw the worst of humanity, yet maintained his belief in the decency of the 'little man'.
Exit Berlin Nov 11 2020 "This remarkable collection of letters between German Jews trapped in Nazi Germany and their relatives in the United
States offers rare insights into the challenges of an average American family responding to desperate requests for refuge and aid"-Underground in Berlin Mar 28 2022 A thrilling piece of undiscovered history, this is the true account of a young Jewish woman who survived
World War II in Berlin. In 1942, Marie Jalowicz, a twenty-year-old Jewish Berliner, made the extraordinary decision to do everything in her
power to avoid the concentration camps. She removed her yellow star, took on an assumed identity, and disappeared into the city. In the years that
followed, Marie took shelter wherever it was offered, living with the strangest of bedfellows, from circus performers and committed communists
to convinced Nazis. As Marie quickly learned, however, compassion and cruelty are very often two sides of the same coin. Fifty years later,
Marie agreed to tell her story for the first time. Told in her own voice with unflinching honesty, Underground in Berlin is a book like no other, of
the surreal, sometimes absurd day-to-day life in wartime Berlin. This might be just one woman's story, but it gives an unparalleled glimpse into
what it truly means to be human.
The Last Battle Jun 06 2020 The classic account of the final offensive against Hitler's Third Reich -- newly in print for the 50th anniversary of VE
Day. The Battle for Berlin was the culminating struggle of World War II in the European theater, the last offensive against Hitler's Third Reich,
which devastated one of Europe's historic capitals and brought the Nazi leviathan to its downfall. It was also one of the war's bloodiest and most
pivotal moments, whose outcome would play a part in determining the complexion of international politics for decades to come. The Last Battle
is the compelling account of this final battle, a story of brutal extremes, of stunning military triumph alongside the stark conditions that the
civilians of Berlin experienced in the face of the Allied assault. As always, Ryan delves beneath the military and political forces that were
dictating events to explore the more immediate questions of survival, where, as the author describes it, "to eat had become more important than to
love, to burrow more dignified than to fight, to exist more militarily correct than to win." The Last Battle is the story of ordinary people, both
soldiers and civilians, caught up in the despair, frustration, and terror of defeat. It is history at its best, a masterful illumination of the effects of
war on the lives of individuals, and one of the enduring works on World War II.
Then We Take Berlin Aug 21 2021 “A stylish spy thriller” of postwar Berlin—the first in a thrilling new series from the acclaimed author of the
Inspector Troy Novels (TheNew York Times Book Review). John Wilfrid Holderness—aka Joe Wilderness—was a young Cockney cardsharp
surviving the London Blitz before he started crisscrossing war-torn Europe as an MI6 agent. With the war over, he’s become a “free-agent
gumshoe” weathering Cold War fears and hard-luck times. But now he’s being drawn back into the secret ops business when an ex-CIA agent
asks him to spearhead one last venture: smuggle a vulnerable woman out of East Berlin. Arriving in Germany, Wilderness soon discovers he’s
being played as a pawn in a deadly game of atomic proportions. To survive, he must follow a serpentine trail through his own past, into the
confidence of an unexpected lover, and go dangerously deep into a black market scam the likes of which Berlin has never seen. The author of the
acclaimed Inspector Troy Novels, “Lawton’s gift for atmosphere, memorable characters and intelligent plotting has been compared to John le
Carré. . . . Never mind the comparisons—Lawton can stand up on his own, and Then We Take Berlin is a gem” (The Seattle Times). “[The Joe
Wilderness novels] are meticulously researched, tautly plotted, historical thrillers in the mold of . . . Alan Furst, Phillip Kerr, Eric Ambler, David
Downing and Joseph Kanon.” —The Wall Street Journal “[It] will thrill readers with an interest in WWII and the early Cold War era.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review “A wonderfully complex and nuanced thriller.” —Kirkus Reviews
Anna and Dr Helmy Sep 09 2020 The remarkable story of Mohammed Helmy, the Egyptian doctor who risked his life to save Jewish Berliners
from the Nazis. One of the people he saved was a Jewish girl called Anna. This book tells their story. The Israeli holocaust memorial at Yad
Vashem has to date honoured more than 25,000 of the courageous non-Jewish men and women who saved Jewish people during the Second
World War. But it is a striking fact that under the 'Righteous Among the Nations' listed at Yad Vashem there is only one Arab person:
Mohammed Helmy. Helmy was an Egyptian doctor living in Berlin. He spent the entire war there, all the time walking the fine line between
accommodation to the Nazi regime and subversion of it. He was also a master of deception, outfoxing the Nazis and risking his own life to save
his Jewish colleagues and other Jewish Berliners from Nazi persecution. One of the people he saved was a Jewish girl called Anna. This book
tells their story. Also revealed here is a wider understanding of the Arab community in Berlin at the time, many of whom had warm relations with
the Jewish community, and some of whom - like Mohammed Helmy - risked their lives to help their Jewish friends when the Nazis rose to power.
Mohammed Helmy was the most remarkable individual amongst this brave group, but he was by no means the only one.
No Place to Lay One's Head Feb 01 2020 A bitter, beautiful and important book Robert Fisk, THE INDEPENDENT The French sensation, now
in English translation. Franoise Frenkel was a Jewish woman born in Poland and enamoured of all things literary and French. In 1921 she set up
the first French language bookshop in Berlin, recognising the craving for French culture in that city in the wake of the First World War. Her
business was a success - attracting diplomats and celebrities, authors and artists. But life in Berlin for a Jewish woman and a foreigner soon
became untenable Frenkel was forced to flee to Paris and compelled to keep moving as she attempted to survive in a world disintegrating around
her. Her observations of and interactions with the French people, both those who would give her up to the Nazi authorities and those who risked
their own lives and families by offering her refuge, show how humanity strives to assert itself even in the darkest times. Frenkel's book, written
with piercing clarity and sensibility in the immediate aftermath of her escape to Switzerland, was originally published in 1945 in Geneva. But
only recently was a copy of this forgotten work discovered and a decision made at French publisher Gallimard to republish it, seventy years later.
Very little is known of Franoise Frenkel's subsequent life, except that she returned to live in Nice where she had spent much of her time during
the war, and where she died in 1975. Frenkel's book is the story of refugees, those fleeing terror, the world over. With a moving preface from
Nobel Prize-winning author Patrick Modiano.
Alone in Berlin Nov 04 2022 Berlin, 1940, and the city is filled with fear. At the house on 55 Jablonski Strasse, its various occupants try to live
under Nazi rule in their different ways: the nervous Frau Rosenthal, the bullying Hitler loyalists the Persickes, the retired judge Fromm, and the
unassuming working-class couple Otto and Anna Quangel.
Alone in Berlin Jun 30 2022 A gripping portrait of life in wartime Berlin and a vividly theatrical study of how paranoia can warp a society
gripped by the fear of the night-time knock on the door. Based on true events, Hans Fallada's Alone In Berlin follows a quietly courageous
couple, Otto and Anna Quangel who, in dealing with their own heartbreak, stand up to the brutal reality of the Nazi regime. With the smallest of
acts, they defy Hitler's rule with extraordinary bravery, facing the gravest of consequences. Translated and Adapted by Alistair Beaton (Feelgood,
The Trial Of Tony Blair), this timely story of the moral power of personal resistance sees the Gestapo launch a massive hunt for the perpetrators
and Otto and Anna finding themselves players in a deadly game of cat and mouse. This edition was published to coincide with the world premiere
at Royal and Derngate Theatre in February 2020.

Alone in Berlin May 06 2020 A gripping portrait of life in wartime Berlin and a vividly theatrical study of how paranoia can warp a society
gripped by the fear of the night-time knock on the door. Based on true events, Hans Fallada's Alone In Berlin follows a quietly courageous
couple, Otto and Anna Quangel who, in dealing with their own heartbreak, stand up to the brutal reality of the Nazi regime. With the smallest of
acts, they defy Hitler's rule with extraordinary bravery, facing the gravest of consequences. Translated and Adapted by Alistair Beaton (Feelgood,
The Trial Of Tony Blair), this timely story of the moral power of personal resistance sees the Gestapo launch a massive hunt for the perpetrators
and Otto and Anna finding themselves players in a deadly game of cat and mouse. This edition was published to coincide with the world premiere
at Royal and Derngate Theatre in February 2020.
Where are the Women? Dec 01 2019 Can you imagine a different Scotland, a Scotland where women are commemorated in statues and streets
and buildings - even in the hills and valleys? This is a guidebook to that alternative nation, where the cave on Staffa is named after Malvina rather
than Fingal, and Arthur's Seat isn't Arthur's, it belongs to St Triduana. Where you arrive into Dundee at Slessor Station and the Victorian
monument on Stirling's Abbey Hill interprets national identity not as a male warrior but through the women who ran hospitals during the First
World War. The West Highland Way ends at Fort Mary. The Old Lady of Hoy is a prominent Orkney landmark. And the plinths in central
Glasgow proudly display statues of suffragettes. In this 'imagined atlas' fictional streets, buildings, statues and monuments are dedicated to real
women, telling their often untold or unknown stories.For most of recorded history, women have been sidelined, if not silenced, by men who
named the built environment after themselves. Now is the time to look unflinchingly at Scotland's heritage and bring those women who have been
ignored to light. Sara Sheridan explores beyond the traditional male-dominated histories to reveal a new picture of Scotland's history and heritage.
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